Depicting Society in
Nail Varnish

Bev Butkow’s
innovative mediums – nail
varnish and plastic – help her
work stand out from the rest.
Recall-Retell II, nail polish, indian ink, gouache, vinyl on fabriano, 60 x 40 cm, 2016. © Bev Butkow. Image: Ryan Hitchcock
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Does the discomfort show yet? II, nail polish, indian ink, conte on
fabriano, 59.5 x 42 cm, 2016. © Bev Butkow. Image: Anthea Pokroy

E

verything is not always black or
white as society would have us
believe – sometimes, they can
be the shade of grey in between
the two extremes. Chartered
accountant by training and
artist by profession, Bev Butkow, personifies
this. Butkow uses her art to break down the
boundaries that have come to define who
we are as individuals.
“I work hard to try and reconcile both sides
of my brain in my art. I see the geometric
shapes, but I also see lots of structure, and
that is what I’m working to disrupt. I am
focusing on breaking boundaries, and on
letting the intuitive heart speak as loudly as
the logical, mathematical brain. Abstraction
lends itself to this focus. In trying to un-do,
to un-make.”
Butkow goes on to explain that her work
also addresses how people are bound by
social structures. “To give you an example,
you often see women acting out what
society has prescribed as the way they
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Does the discomfort show yet? III, nail polish, indian ink, conte on fabriano,
59.5 x 42 cm, 2016. © Bev Butkow. Image: Anthea Pokroy

‘should’ behave or ‘should’ dress. Even the
way we use language prompts us in obscure
ways. These are the invisible controls that I’m
unearthing and disrupting.”
Butkow did not plan on pursuing a career
in art. Coming from immigrant grandparents
and a single mother with three children to
support, Butkow was determined to succeed
as an independent, self-sufficient women.
After successfully building a name for
herself in the financial industry for 18 years,
Butkow traded in the structured business
world for the creative realm of art. “When
I started making art, it was really casual –
twice a month in an art class, having lots of
fun chatting over tea breaks. And then, the
bug got hold of me and I became obsessed.
I would lie in bed thinking about how I could
paint something to get the effect I wanted, or
to get a particular message across. I rented a
studio in 2013, and started recreating myself
as an artist from there.”
Butkow’s first solo exhibition in 2015
completed her transformation from

business suit-wearing individual to artist in
paint-splattered overalls. “It solidified my
new reality,” the artist explains. “Lizamore &
Associates, who are known for spotting new
talent, had seen my work. Late one Thursday
evening, I got an email saying that there
was a spot available for a solo exhibition if
I wanted it. My immediate response was
panic, and then, about a minute later, I said,
‘I can do this.’ ”
Having had no formal art training, Butkow
took the next step of enrolling in an Art
History degree at Wits University. “Going
back to university at the age of 49 was the first
brave step towards placing a formal context
around my art. If you conceptualise art as a
progressing and evolving conversation that
has carried on for centuries, then each artist
makes a smaller or larger contribution to
that ongoing conversation. I am at Wits to
understand that conversation, and to see
where my voice fits in.”
Butkow’s mediums of nail varnish and
plastic are innovative and gives her work a

Extending I, nail polish, indian ink, gouache on fabriano, 35 x 50 cm,
2016. © Bev Butkow. Image: Musa Nxumalo
unique edge. “I was at the beautician one day,
looking at the range of nail polish colours, and
my mind wandered into how I could use them
to paint. Besides being sparkly, shiny, and
beautiful, nail polish also plays a specific role
in the beautification of women – it is symbolic
of the fine line women face between being
self-empowering, and objectifying ourselves
in order to be more attractive so that we can
fit a socially-defined mould.”
She continues, “My use of plastic harks
back to my childhood memories of my
grandparents covering their couch in plastic
– it is about protection, but there is also
something about the transparency that
is tantalising. Plastic is also one of those
ubiquitous everyday products that is so
intrinsic to our modern society, yet is so
harmful to the environment. In its unobtrusive
way, it links different classes of people, being
used by the homeless to provide shelter and
by the middle class to protect their food.
Using it [as an art medium] is a commentary
on the structure of our modern society.”

Butkow’s art is deeply complex, and is
about so much more than just its visual
appeal. Her work hinges around the themes
of belonging and exclusion, with each piece
being crafted in such a way as to inspire
deeper thought. You cannot simply walk
past a Butkow artwork and feel content
that you have seen all that it has to offer –
there needs to be a meaningful interaction
with the art before you will be able to tear
yourself away from its layered contents.
“I think my mothering desire to protect the
vulnerable of this world – my husband says I
collect ‘the walking wounded’ – comes out
in my work, which expresses the concerns
that are closest to my heart: how our society
has structured itself to enable a huge divide,
categorising between those who meet the
grade and those who do not. This is reflected
in so many ways – in gender relations, racial
divides, the artificial divide between art and
craft, and so on.”
Depicting the inequalities of society is a
massive task, and one which has no end in

sight. Luckily for us, Butkow has no immediate
plans for putting down her nail polish. “I see my
work as a process that will only end when I am
95 or so. Each artwork, each experiment, is a
step in my lifetime search for my best means
of expression. It is a weird thing, though, to
be marching in a focused, hard-working way
towards a destination that is unknown and
opaque – especially for a goal-orientated,
A-type personality like myself. I think so many
answers and challenges lie in sitting with the
uneasiness of not knowing what that goal
is. That is the place of uncertainty where
incredible art can be made.”
To view Butkow’s work, please visit
www.gunsandrain.com.
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